
         

SCHEDA RICERCA PARTNER 

Proponente  
 

Comune di Milano 

Persona di contatto 
 

Vera Paruzzolo e Francesca Taverna 

Telefono 
 

0039 02/884 41272  
0039 02/ 884 56668 

E-mail 
 

Ds.polcomunitarie@comune.milano.it 

Sottoprogramma 
 

Azione per il Clima            □ 

 

Ambiente                           □   
Area prioritaria 
 

□ Mitigazione dei CC                 □   Ambiente e uso efficiente delle risorse 

 

□  Adattamento ai CC               □Natura e Biodiversità 

 

□ Governance e Informazione   □   Governance e Informazione ambientale 

        in materia di clima                                

Project topic (per  i progetti del 
Sottoprogramma Ambiente) 
 

Promoting non-judicial conflict resolution 

Titolo del progetto ENCOMium: ENvironmental COnflict Management 

Breve descrizione del progetto 
 

Within the specific topic presented in the LIFE programme 2017 “Promoting 
non-judicial conflict resolution”, the general scope of our project is to reduce 
the use of traditional judicial instruments for the resolution of 
environmental conflicts and to strengthen a multi-level environmental 
governance through the implementation of a model of prevention and 
resolution of environmental conflicts by non-judicial instruments. 
 
Specific aims are: 
1. To improve the governance on the feasibility of wide-scope 
infrastructural and architectural works with social significance, which would 
have an impact on environment, territory and cities, thanks to the use of 
tools that allow citizens to be informed and to express their point of view; 
2. To spread and support the application of the civil mediation 
instrument to environmental conflicts, as a tool to reduce the judicial 
contentious, with particular regard to the transnational one, and to increase 
the level of environment protection; 
3. To improve the competences and know-how of professionals, 
operators and administrative officials working on the field of environment. 
Creation and training, at the European level, of new professional profiles and 
requalification of the existing ones working on the green economy, through 
the update of competences. 
4. To develop and support knowledge and dissemination, at European 
level, of good practices about non-adversarial, creative management and 



conflict prevention. 
 

Profilo del  partner ricercato 
 

We are looking for Replication cities who will commit to engage in 
replication activities that will take place throughout the project. 
The cities we are looking for will accept to be ambassadors of the project in 
their local context, by organising one local dissemination event on the 
results and lessons learnt from the project and their experience in 
implementing the initiative themselves (possibility of implementing non-
judicial tools for environmental conflict management according to the 
models experimented in our project). Costs for the event will be covered by 
the project budget, up to a fixed amount to be defined. 
Moreover, the city will be part of a Steering Committee chaired by Comune 
di Milano, together with other key project stakeholders, in order to advise 
on the initiatives as well as the replication activity. The Steering Group will 
meet on a fixed basis during the project on a schedule to be confirmed 
(relevant costs for travel and lodging for the participation will be covered by 
the project budget). 
The project will cover travel and lodging costs for meetings and specific 
events and a fixed sum for the local dissemination event. 

Partner già coinvolti 
 

The partner consortium covers a wide range of stakeholders ranging from 

Public Local Authorities and Chambers of Commerce, to Universities, CSOs 

and NGOs and For Profit Entities.  

The geographical context covered by the project is: 

Italy (Lombardy, Tuscany and Sardinia) and France. 

Call deadline 14/09/2017 

Partner search deadline 08/09/2017 

 


